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Dear friends,

There are about to be some great changes in the world as indicated by the planetary patterns.

I believe that the basis of these changes will be established on April 15th 2014, and then in the
coming 4 months, the alignment of various planets will generate very powerful energies. Sun
will enter into Aries on 15th April, and will join Ketu with Saturn, Rahu and Moon opposite in
Libra. This is also going to be a full Moon and a total lunar eclipse. The next change is Jupiter
th

entering into Cancer on 19

June.

There will be a full Moon on July 12th. The same night, Rahu and Ketu move into Pisces and

Virgo respectively. This date is very significant spiritually. Sun moves into Cancer on the 16th,

Mars moves back into Libra on the July 14th and on 29th July, Mercury will move into Cancer. On
July 26

th

and 27th, we will have the new Moon day. August 7th, Venus also moves into Cancer

and on 10th August, we will have a full Moon with Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Jupiter in
Cancer and Saturn and Mars in Libra.

w

w

Rahu and Ketu are karmic planets and whenever they conjoin a powerful Saturn, some powerful
energies are created that are destructive in nature. Mars and Saturn together with Rahu and
Ketu indicate hidden dangers that can cause earthquakes and other evil effects.

Libra is the sign of judgment, justice. Saturn in Libra will create some difficult situations and will
make way for the time of judgment time between the good and evil.
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Jupiter in Cancer – Spiritualism becomes full power manifest. Jupiter is the planet of spirituality,
righteousness and divine impressions. Jupiter becomes very powerful in Cancer.

Sun in Cancer- the soul of the universe conjoins with Jupiter, the great teacher.
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Moon in Cancer – Minds of people are going to get influenced by Sun and Jupiter, indicating
the great transformation to come. There will also be a turbulence of water on Earth.

Mars in Libra - The Earth itself will buckle under the effect of the sins of all evil. The Earth suffers
by man-made disasters. Land disasters.

All 4 cardinal signs will be greatly impacted and will create a great shift of the earth’s axis.

There could be storms, tornadoes, earthquakes, thunder, lightning and water, water, water.

There will be thunder and lightning that will strike the Earth and the Earth will tremble.

The Sun will become dark and then throw fires out.

There will be some a great magnetic pull and the waters of the oceans, rivers and seas will
overflow, covering lands, as lands go under water.
th

w

All these will be predetermined on April 15 , the Lunar eclipse as the shadows of evil
loom upon the Sun and the Moon.

w

There may be mass disasters in some parts of the world. Communication systems will get
broken, there will be power outages and man-made mountains will fall. Natural calamities will
fell mountains and trees. There will be scarcity of food and water at some places. There will be
great solar flares and great magnetic storms around Earth.
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India and the neighboring countries will be hit and also other parts of the world. In America, the
North/Northeast side and between the South and Southwest coast will get hit by this attack of
nature. The region of South America, down south coast and all the way to the west coast
(California) will be vulnerable to these attacks of nature. Earthquakes will shatter some coastlines
th

and places have to be evacuated. July 26

and 27th are the days to watch. Then from August
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7th and the next 10 days to follow will be a dangerous time for the Earth. The Earth itself will
shake and its axis will change. – Unless – God Himself stops this calamity.

Thereafter, many things will change on the surface of Earth. Planet earth will pass under a cluster
of very bright stars of high intelligence and consciousness that will open the doorway of Earth.
Some mysterious planet will emit powerful Blue colored positive rays on Earth.

Now here is the breakthrough! - And the saving grace.

This is going to be time for the major change on planet Earth. This is going to be like the
judgment day and the changeover from the Dark Age into the New Age, the Golden Age. And
God Himself will appear to save His devotees and to establish the Golden Age, the Age of Truth,
Righteousness, Peace and Love. God will appear in the world, and all will see and experience
that great spiritual light from Heaven.

w

w

He will be seen on the Moon, He will be seen in the skies, and His form will be visible at many
places in the world at the same time. Everyone will see the omnipresence of God, and their
hearts will fill in His divine love and grace. Everyone will see His form, in a brilliant saffron
colored robe, and He will have a halo around His head. He will come again, as the great teacher
of the world. Millions await Him and will throng to get a glimpse of Him. His glory and grace will
spread all over the world, just as the sunlight embraces the earth. Not only humans, but birds,
animals, trees and mountains and mother earth itself, will rejoice at the greatest bliss that ever
existed. By a wave of His divine hand, all evil and peril on earth will cease and He will declare the
inauguration of the Golden Age. Such will be His power that all bad things and negative energy
will simply perish, just like darkness disappears at sunrise.

This supreme consciousness will be – Spiritual Awareness Infinite. His brilliant golden-saffron
presence will fill the world and the earth shall be resurrected by divine grace. Hereafter, there
will be only peace, love, harmony, truth and righteousness in the world. People of all faiths and
religions will believe in Him, as God.
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Kaalchakra, the great wheel of Time will turn the other way now. The 25,000 year age of
mankind is ending and new age will begin. The time that we calculate is not actually the real
time. There is a great error in time. The tropical year, also known as the solar year, is about
365.242199 days, but varies from year to year because of the influence of other planets. It is the
time that the Earth takes to circle once around the Sun, making it one year. But in reality, a
greater amount of time has elapsed on planet Earth. In different Yugas, the Earth moved around
the Sun at different speeds, and the Moon also moved around the Earth at different paces. The
earlier Yugas consisted of many more years than of the present Yuga, the Kali Yuga. The Kali
Yuga is the shortest time Yuga.

While there is so much of evil on Earth, but there are many good and spiritual souls around also,
who have kept the Earth intact and who are balancing the scale of good and evil. Now during
this great advent of God coming (back) to earth, many spiritual cosmic beings will also come
forth to help God in His divine plan. These are Rishis, who are divine enlightened beings that
have attained God realization and are one with God. You can call them angels also. They have
control of nature and have great cosmic powers. They too, have come to Earth to fulfill the
mission of God, and many have come just because they cannot resist experiencing the divine
phenomena of God on Earth. They too, will be singing the praises and glory of God.

This will be one time of all times since the creation of earth, that mankind will witness directly
the tremendous glory of God on Earth. This has never happened and will never happen again in
creation. God did incarnate in earlier Yugas, but never so powerful, with so much of glory and
immense intensity, that the world is about to experience.

w

w

Let us all pray to God to prevent calamities and catastrophes on Earth and to shower His grace
on humanity. Let there be peace, prosperity, happiness and love in the world.

Om Sri Sai Ram

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
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